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Aims of today’s session
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By the end of the session you will:
• be aware of the Dept for Education view on 

where challenge and questioning sit within 
the role of governance

• have reflected on key opportunities where 
governors and trustees can exercise 
challenge

• Be equipped with tools and strategies to 
ensure questioning drives effective 
challenge



Core Functions of Governance:
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 Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and 
strategic direction;

 Holding the Headteacher to account 
for the educational performance of 
the school and its pupils, and the 
performance management of staff; 

 Overseeing the financial performance 
of the school and making sure its 
money is well spent.



Effective Governance 
(2019)
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It should be driven by 
inquisitive, independent 
minds and through 
conversations focussed 
on the key strategic issues 
which are conducted with 
humility, good 
judgement, resilience and 
determination.
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What is meant by Challenge?
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Effective Challenge?



Poll #1
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How comfortably and confident are 
you to ask challenging questions in 

governing body meetings?



Opportunities to question
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 Headteacher reports
 Subject leader reports
 School Development Plan
 Financial Monitoring Report
 Safeguarding review
 Health and Safety Reports
 and more……



Effective questioning in 2019
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 Question trails for true accountability
 Useful v interesting
 What not why



Trails - questioning for accountability
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Evidence trail questioning
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Evidence trail questioning

1. What prevents boys performing as well as 
girls in writing? (Boys generally tend not to)

2. Are there schools locally that buck the 
tendency? (Not sure that we look at that)

3. How could we investigate it? (I could ask at 
the next local head’s meeting)

4. Are there any interventions in place aiming at 
improving boys writing now?
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Evidence trail questioning

1. This years results show us broadly in 
line with the national average

What’s your question?
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Useful v interesting

 Our questions should inform:
‒ Our knowledge of our school
‒ Our ability to ask probing questions
‒ The assurance we need as governors

 and not feed our salacious appetite
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Any questions
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5
).Better Governor researches, interprets and distils the latest news 

in education policy, legislation and practice keeping you informed 
on how they impact your role as a governor or clerk.

www.bettergovernor.co.uk

What you need to know,
when you need to know it


